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ABSTRACT 
In a previous paper it was shown that some properties of ordinary characters of 
finite groups are consequences of the theory of nonnegative matrices. In this article 
we observe that this method can be applied to Brauer characters and normal subsets 
(in particular conjugacy classes) of finite groups. Results (known ones and new ones) 
on powers and values of Brauer characters (including ordinary characters), on powers 
of normal subsets, on values of central characters, and on powers of representation 
modules are proved as consequences of results on nonnegative matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and p a prime number. By regularly representing 
the Brauer characters of G in characteristic p, we assign to every Brauer 
character 6 a nonnegative matrix M(8) with integer entries. Properties of 8 
correspond to properties of M(8), so that the theory of nonnegative matrices 
(due to Perron, Frobenius, Wielandt, and others) can be applied to obtain 
results on Brauer characters. The results deal with powers and values of 
Brauer characters. Once found, most (if not all) the results presented here 
could be proved without the theory of nonnegative matrices. Our purpose 
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here is to show that they are, in fact, special cases or consequences of results 
on nonnegative matrices. 
Analogously, a nonnegative integral matrix can be assigned to every 
normal subset of a finite group G, and results on powers of conjugacy classes 
and values of the central characters (the ox’s for x an ordinary irreducible 
character of G) can be shown to be consequences of nonnegative matrix 
theory. 
This paper is the modular and normal subsets analog of our paper [6]. It 
contains, among other things, generalizations of the results of [6] to Brauer 
characters, as well as some new results. Most of the proofs here are, in fact, 
observations on how properties of matrices translate to those of Brauer 
characters and normal subsets. Some of the results are straightforward 
generalizations of results from [6]; we include their proof here for complete- 
ness’ sake, as we do not assume here familiarity with [6]. 
(1) Let R be the full ring of algebraic integers of the complex number 
field C, p a fixed prime, M a maximal ideal containing pR, and F = R /M. 
The natural homomorphism from R to F is denoted by *. It is well known 
that F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and F# = F - (0) 3 
U, where u=(EEC)IE”= 1 for some integer m which is relatively prime 
to p), In fact * is an isomorphism from U onto F# (see p, 263 of [15]>. 
(2) If G is a finite group and V is an FG-module, we denote the n-fold 
tensor product V@V@ . . . @V (n times) by V”. 
Next we indicate the type of results obtained. 
Let G be a finite group, F as in Notation 1, V an FG-module, and 0 the 
Brauer character afforded by V. It is well known that if V is faithful, then for 
every indecomposable projective FG-module P there exists an integer n 
such that P is isomorphic with a direct summand of V” (see [l, p. 45]), and 
every irreducible FG-module is isomorphic with a composition factor of 
1 a3V@V’cl3 . . . cBVnL-‘, where m is the number of distinct values taken on 
by 0. We will show (Theorem 2.7) that if a somewhat stronger condition than 
being faithful is imposed on V, then there exist positive integers k and 1 such 
that each indecomposable projective FG-module is isomorphic with a direct 
summand of Vk and each irreducible FG-module is isomorphic with a 
composition factor of V’. Bounds on 1 will be given. 
Analogous theorems are known to be true for conjugacy classes (see [2]); 
we will observe that they are special cases of results on so-called irreducible 
and primitive nonnegative matrices. Next we will use results on the graphs 
and eigenvalues of irreducible nonnegative matrices (which correspond to 
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faithful Brauer characters and to normal subsets generating the group) to get 
further results on powers of Brauer characters (and hence on powers of their 
affording modules), powers of normal subsets, values of Brauer characters, 
and values of the central characters mentioned above. 
In Section I we outline the relevant nonnegative matrix theory. Section II 
is devoted to Brauer characters and their modules. The correspondence of 
properties of Brauer characters to their matrices is in Proposition 2.5, and the 
consequences of this proposition are listed in Propositions 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 
and 2.13. Section III deals with the normal subsets. Here the correspon- 
dence of properties of normal subsets to their matrices is in Propositions 3.3, 
3.4, and the consequences of these propositions are listed in Corollaries 3.6, 
3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and Propositions 3.5, 3.10, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14. 
Our group theory notation and notions are standard and taken mainly 
from [15]. 
I. SOME RELEVANT NONNEGATIVE MATRIX THEORY 
In this short section we summarize the main notation and notions of 
nonnegative matrix theory that will be used. Our sources are [5] and [16]. 
Let A = (aij) be a square matrix of order n with real entries. Then A is 
called nonnegative (denoted by A > 0) if all its entries are nonnegative, and 
it is called positive (denoted by A > 0) if all its entries are positive. For every 
positive integer 4 and every pair (i, j), define a!y) by A” = (a$;)). The matrix 
A is said to be reducible if it is similar via a permutation matrix to a matrix of 
the type 
where C and E are square matrices and 0 is a zero matrix. If A is not 
reducible, then it is called irreducible. The following is a well-known 
characterization of irreducible matrices (see [5, p. 291 for a proof). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A nonnegative matrix A = (aij) is irreducible if and 
only if for every (i, j) there exists a natural number y such that ~$4’ > 0. 
A nonnegative matrix is called primitive if A” > 0 for some positive 
integer p. In this case the least such p is called the index of primitivity of A, 
and it will be denoted by y(A). Th e relevant parts of the celebrated 
Perron-Frobenius theorem will be quoted next (for proofs see [5]>. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a nonnegative matrix. Then: 
(a> The spectral radius of A is an eigenvalue of A; it is called the leading 
eigenvalue of A. 
(b) If A is irreducible, then the leading eigenvalue is a simple root of the 
characteristic polynomial of A. Every other eigenvalue whose modulus is 
equal to the spectral radius is also simple. 
(c) lf A is primitive with leading eigencalue p, then p is a simple 
eigenvalue of A and p > 1~1 for any other eigenvalue z of A. 
NOTATION 1.3. The leading eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix A is 
denoted by p(A). The number of eigenvalues of a nonnegative irreducible 
matrix A which have modulus equal to p(A) is called the index of cyclicity of 
A (or the index of imprimitivity of A, or simply the index of A). 
By Theorem 1.2(a), primitive matrices have cyclicity index equal to 1. 
More properties of nonnegative matrices will be introduced as we go 
along. 
II. BRAUER CHARACTERS 
NOTATION 2.1. 
Let p, R, M, and F be as in Notation 1, and let G be a finite group. The 
set of all p-regular elements of G will be denoted by S,,(G). When there is 
no confusion we set 2.,,(G) = X!(G) = 2. The algebra of all complex valued 
class functions on 2 is denoted by cf,(G). The collection of all Brauer 
characters of G defined by the F-representations of G will be denoted by 
Br,(G) or Br(G), and the set of all irreducible Brauer characters will be 
denoted by IBr,(G) or IBr(G). It is kn own that IBr(G) is a basis for cf,,(G). 
NOTATION 2.2. 
(1) Assume Notation 2.1. Let cpl, cpz,. . ., cpk be some ordering of 
the elements of IBr(G); call this ordering (Y. For every 0 E cf,(G) let 
M”(O) = (myj(0)} be the k X k matrix whose entries are defined by the 
equations Bcpi = CT+ mTj(0)cpj. Then M”(B) is a matrix with nonnegative 
integer entries for all 8 E Br(G). If CY is fixed, we write M”(B) = M(B) and 
mTj(O> = m,,(e). We are using here the fact that a product of Brauer 
characters is a Brauer character. 
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(2) Let 8 E Br(G), T be the F-representation affording 0, and V be the 
corresponding FG-module. The kernel of T (or the kernel of V) is defined 
to be the set of all elements of G which induce the identity map on V, 
i.e., Ker T = KerV= (X E G I vx = zi Vu E VJ. We define Z(T) [or Z(V)1 
to be the set of all elements of G which induce a scalar map on V, i.e., 
Z(T)= Z(V) ={r E Glvx = h(x)v for some A(X)= F and vu E V, A(x) 
depending only on x). Let Ker(8) =1x E X!?(G)1 0(x) = O(l)) and Z(e)= 
(x E X?(G)1 I f?(x)1 = o(l)). We say that V is faithful if KerV= 1 and that V is 
superfaithful if Z(V) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group, p and F be as in Notation 1, 
6 E Br(G), and V be the FG-module affording 0. Then: 
(1) Ker(f3) = Ker V n i?(G). 
(2) z(e) = z(v) n i!!(G). 
(3) If V is faithful then Z(0) G Z(G) (Z(G) is the center of G). 
Proof. The proof is as in the characteristic zero case. Let R, U,* be as 
in Notation 1, and T the F-representation affording 8. Let x E Z(e). Denote 
by er,ea>...,e,,, the eigenvalues of T(x) in F#, and let ui E U for i = 
1,2,. . . , m be such that (ui)* = l i. Then e(x) = Ckl=, ui. Next, m = ICyl=, uil 
< Cfi)fxlIuil = m, which implies that ui = uj for all i,j; call their common 
value U. It follows that all the ei’s are equal. Call their common value E. 
Note that if x E Ker(B), then m = e(x) = mu implies that u = 1, so that 
E = 1. 
Let B be the Jordan canonical form of T(x) over the algebraically closed 
field F. Then B = ~1 + A, where I is the identity matrix and A a nilpotent 
matrix which has all its entries zero except possibly on the superdiagonal, 
where we may find ones. Let n be the order of x in G; then (p, n) = 1. Now, 
I = B” = c”Z + nE n- ‘A + C, where C has a zero entry in each place that A 
has a nonzero entry. It follows that nA = 0, and as (p, n) = 1, we get that 
A = 0. We conclude that T(x) is similar over F to ~1, so that x induces a 
scalar transformation on V. So x E Z(T), and if x E Ker@), then, as E = 1, 
we have T(x)= 1, so that x E Ker T. Thus, Ker(B)G Ker T flL?(G) and 
Z(0) c Z(T) n i?(G). The reverse inclusions are trivial. 
To prove part (3) let x E Z(0). Then T(x) is a scalar matrix by the above. 
Hence T(x) E Z(T(G)), and so T(x)T(y) = T(y)T(x) Vy E G. Thus, 
T(x-‘y-‘xy) = 1. As T is faithful, X-‘y-‘xy = 1 Vy E G, so that x E Z(G). 
n 
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REMARK. It is well known that O,,(G) c Ker V for any irreducible FG- 
module V. In fact O,(G) is the intersection of all such kernels. 
NOTATION 2.4. Assume Notation 2.2. Let 0 E cf,(G). 
(1) Write 8 = C:= 1 bicpi with bi E C, the complex number field. Define 
IBr(B) = {cpi I b, # 0). Namely, IBr(Bl is the set of all irreducible constituents 
of 8. 
(2) If there exists a natural number s such that IBr(0”) = IBr(G), we call 
the smallest such s the Brauer covering number of 8 and denote it by 
bcn(6). If no such s exists, we say that bcn(0) is infinite. 
(3) The value of 0 on the p-regular conjugacy class C of G will be 
denoted by e(C). 
(4) Let M(G) = {M(B) IO E cf,,(G)}. 
(5) Assume that 6’ E Br(G). Let 
a(e) = {clc is a p- re u ar class of G contained in Z( 0)). g 1, 
Note that if 8 is an ordinary faithful character, then Z(0) = $9(e), as in 
this case Z(0) lies in the center of G. The same is true for f3 E Br(G) for 
which the affording module is faithful (by Lemma 2.3). Note that for any 
0 E Br(G) we have that Z(0) = 1 if and only if a(0) = 1. 
The next proposition shows how properties of Brauer characters 0 
correspond to properties of their nonnegative matrices M(8). 
In the following, diag(a,, ua,. . . , a,) is the diagonal matrix whose diago- 
nal entries are the ai’s. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and C, = 
111, C,, . . ., C, the collection of all conjugacy classes of p’-elements of G. Let F 
be as in Notation 1, corresponding to which we set IBr(G) = {q,, (p2, . , qk}, 
with cpl = 1. Let X = X(G) = (cp,<C,>> be the Brauer character table of G. Let 
0 E Br(G). Then: 
(1) X-‘M(B)X = diag(f?(C,l, 0(C,>, . , e(C,)). In particular, the values 
of 8 are the eigenvulues of the nonnegative integer matrix M(0). 
(2) p(M(0)) = e(l) and M(cp,) = I, an identity matrix. 
(3) M(B) > 0 ifund only if IBr(B) = IBr(G). 
(4) M(B) is irreducible if and only if Ker(B1 = 1. In this case the index of 
cyclicity of M(B) is equal to ly<e)l. 
(5) M(8) is primitive if and only if Z(e) = 1. In this case bcn(8) = 
y(M(0)). Moreover, bcn(e) < k” -2k +2. Also, bcn(0) isfinite if and only if 
z(e) = 1. 
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(6) The pulp 8 + M(8) is linear, additive, and injective 
cf,(G). Tbe iw M(G) is a commutative algebra. 
REMARKS. 
(1) Part (1) is true for any 8 E cf,(G). 
(2) For more on bcn(8), see fkther in this section. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let A be the commutative algebra cf,(G), and 
consider the following two bases of A: One is IBr(G) = {cp,, ‘pz,. . . , (ok) with 
cpl=l, and the other @=={E~,E~ ,..., Em), consisting of the characteristic 
functions. That is, Em = 6ij, 1 < i, j < k. 
For each a E A, let T, : A + A be the linear transformation defined by 
T,(b) = & h all b E A. By the definition, [M(a)]’ is the representing matrix 
of T, with respect to the basis IBr(G) (here t means transposed). Note that 
l icj - aijei and aq - a(Ci)ei for all a E A and 1~ i, j < k. Hence each 6i is 
a common eigenvector for all the Ta’s, a E A. Moreover, a(C,) is the 
eigenvalue of T, corresponding to the eigenvector ei. Also, the matrix 
Z3 = diada(C,), AC,), . . . , a(C,)) is the representing matrix of T, with re- 
spect to the basis (5. 
Clearly cpi = Cf_l cpi(Cj)ej, so that X” = (cpi(Cj))” is the transition 
matrix from @ to IMG). Consequently, [M(a)]” =(X’)-’ DXt, so that 
X-‘M(a)X = D. hrt (1) is now proved. Since all the matrices in M(G) have 
simultanms diagonalizations (via X), we get that the matrices in M(G) 
commute. 
The map B + M(B) is the composition of the following three algebra 
isomorphisms: 
where the fi’s are defined as follows: 
aAT,A [M(a)]‘>M(a) 
[i.e., fi is the regular representation of A, and f,(T,) is the matrix represen- 
tation of T,, with respect to IBr(G)]. Note that f3 is multiplicative, as M(G) 
consists of commuting matrices. This proves part (6). 
For the rest of the proof let 8 E Br(G). As 0(l) 3 k%x)l for all 3c E 2(G) 
d as tbe v&3s of % are the eigenvalues of M(e), we get that em = 
&f(tl)). Clearly, M(1) = I, which proves part (2). 
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Next we prove part (3). If M(B) > 0 then m,j(0) > 0 for 1 < j < k. But 
6 = ticpi = x:,“=i mij(0)‘pj, so IBr(B) = IBr(G). Conversely, assume that 
IBr(0) = IBr(G); then 8 = Cf=, ui’pi, where the ai’s are positive integers. Fix 
an index u, 1~ u < k. We need to show that IBr(Bql,) = IBr(G); this will 
show that mUi( 0 for all 1 < i, u < k. Now, Bcp, = Cf=, ui(pU(pi. Let 
Q,, Q2,. . , Qk be the principal indecomposable (projective) characters of G, 
considered as functions on Q(G) [outside Q(G) they vanish]. 
Suppose, by the way of contradiction, that cp,: E IBr(Brp,,) for some index 
o, 1 <o <k. As ui > 0 for all i, we get that ‘p, P IBr(cpUcpi) for all i = 
1,2,..., k. By [14, p. 1451 we get that Err2 cpi(r)cp,(x)@Jn) = 0 for aII i. 
Let F(X) =cp,( x)@~,(x); then p E cf,,(G) with C, EQ (pi(x)p( X) = 0 for all 
i=1,2 , . . , k. But p is a linear combination of the cpi’s over C, which implies 
that C. I EQ p(x)p(x) = 0. Thus, p(x) = 0 VX E 2. In particular ~(1) = 
~p,,(l)@~(l) = 0, a contradiction. 
To prove part (4), assume first that M(B) is irreducible. By Theorem 
1.2(b), e(i) is a simple root of the characteristic polynomial of M(8), so that 
part (1) implies that Ker(B) = (C c 2 I C a conjugacy class with e(C) = 
e(l)} = 1. Conversely, assunle that Ker(B> = 1. Let tn be the number of 
distinct values taken on by 0 on 2. By the Brauer-Bumside theorem (see 
Lemma 3.15, p. 148 of [14]) we know that IBr(l+8+8”+ ... f8”‘-‘)= 
IBr(G). We note that the only assumption needed in the proof of Lemma 
3.15 of [14] is that Ker(B) = 1. By parts (2), (3), and (6) we obtain I + M(8)+ 
M(e)’ + . . . + A4(e>t’i-’ = M(l+ 8 + 8” + . . . -I- e”‘-l) > 0. NOW 
tion implies that M(B) is irreducible. The 
the number with le(C,>l 
I{ci I Cj E z(e))1 Ia(e 
Finally, we prove part (5). If M(B) is primitive, then by part (c) of 
Theorem 1.2 and our part (11, we get that Z(0) = 1. Conversely, assume that 
Z(8) = 1; then a(0) = 1 and K&e> = 1. Hence, part (4) implies that M(8) is 
irreducible with cyclicity index equal to l,$XB>I = 1. By [5, p. 281 M(B) is 
primitive. 
Suppose now that M(8) is primitive [namely that Z(e) = 11. For a natural 
number n, the following statements are equivalent [by parts (3) and (611: 
(i) M(e)n = M(f3”) > 0, 
(ii) IBr(0”) = IBr(G). 
Thus bcn(8) = y(M@)), the primitivity index of M(0). The bound on bcn(0) 
follows from Theorem 4.14 on p. 48 of [5]. n 
REMARK (Proposition 2.5 and ordinary characters). The above proposi- 
tion holds for ordinary characters [replace the 8,‘s by the ordinary characters, 
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the C,‘s by all the conjugacy classes, IBr(G) by In(G), IBM by In(O), 
Br(G) by Ch(G), and bcn(@) by ccn(8), which is the smallest integer such 
that Irr(Occn(@) = In(G)]. See 161. In the case of ordinary characters, the 
Brauer-Bumside theorem is not needed to show that M(B), 8 E Ch(G), is 
irreducible if and only if Ker(B) = 1. For in this case M(B) = lOOi, Ojl where 
In = {e,, e,, . . . , O,}. Thus M(8)= M(B)‘, and so the first column of X, 
(e,(i), e,(i), . . . , e,(i)) ‘, is a common eigenvector for both M(O) and M(B)’ 
corresponding to the eigenvalue O(1). Then the irreducibility of M(B) follows 
from Theorem 4.7, p. 18 of [16]. In fact, the Brauer-Burnside theorem can be 
shown to be a consequence of this irreducibility for ordinary characters (see 
[6] for more details). Also, in the case of ordinary characters Ker T = Ker(O> 
and Z(e) = Z(T). 
REMARK (Character covering numbers). In [3], the number ccn(G) was 
defined to be the smallest integer m such that Irr(O”‘) = Irr(G) for all 
8 E In(G)-{l). It was shown there (and in [6] using matrices) that this 
number exists if and only if G is a nonabelian simple group. The number was 
computed for many simple groups. We could analogously define the number 
bcn(G) to be the smallest integer m such that IBr(0”‘) = IBr(G) for all 
8 E IBr(G)-(1). By the previous results, clearly bcn(G) exists for any 
nonabelian simple group. In Table 1 we give some comparisons between 
ccn(G) and bcn(G) for a few simple groups. We note that the Janko smallest 
group, Ji, was characterized in [3] as the only finite group for which 
ccn(G) = 2. In the case of bcn(Ji), th e number is 2 for some primes and 
bigger for others; also bcn(A,) = 2 for one prime. It seems that the bound on 
bcn(e) given in Proposition 2.5 is much too big. 
NOTATION 2.6. Let U and V be two modules. We write U IV if U is 
isomorphic with a direct summand of V. If U and V are finitely generated, 
TABLE 1 
bcn 
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we write U * V if U and V have the same set of composition factors (with 
multiplicities). The Jacobson radical of a module W is denoted by l(W). 
The first part of the next theorem is a corollary of Proposition 2.5; the 
second part is due to Morton E. Harris. Recall that a super-faithful FG- 
module V is an FG-module such that each nonidentity element of G induces 
a nonscalar transformation on V. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let p and F be as in Notation 1, and G afinite group. Let 
V be a superfaithful FG-module. Then there exist two positive integers k and 1 
such that: 
(i) Every irreducible FG- mo u e d 1 is isomorphic to a composition fsctm sf 
V’. Moreover, 1~ k2 - 2k + 2, where k is the number of p-regular classes 
of-G. 
(ii) Every principal indecomposable FG-nwdule is isowunphic to a direct 
summand of V k. 
Proof. Let 8 be the Brauer character afforded by V. Our assumption 
implies that Z(V) = 1, so that Z(d) = 1 (by Lemma 2.3). Set k = b&b) < QI 
(by Proposition 2.5). Thus, IBr(Bk) = IBr(G). Write IBI(G)-{cp,, qa,. . ., ~~1, 
and let V, be the FG-module affording cpi. Then Vi, V,, . . . , vk is a complete 
set of representatives of isomorphism classes of irreducible FG-modules. As 
13~ = Cf=, ai’pi with a, > 0 Vi, we get that Vk ++ @,!=l(aiy) (see Lemma 3.5 
on p. 146 of [14]). Now part (i) follows. 
To prove part (ii), let Q be the projective cover of the trivial FG-module. 
As V is faithful, Theorem 1 on p. 45 of [l] implies that Q I V” for some 
nonnegative integer m. Let 1 = m + k, and A be an FG-module such that 
V’” = Q@A. 
Let L be any irreducible FG-module, and P(L) its projective cover. We 
have to show that P(L)] V’. As Vk c, et!=i(aiVi), Lemma 2.7 on p. 99 of1141 
(taking T = 1 and U = Q) implies that QBVk s @l!=,ai(QOVi). Since L is 
isomorphic to one of the Vi’s, we get that Q@L I Q@Vk. Let B be an 
FG-module such that Q@Vk z(Q@L)@B, and set C * A@Vk. Conse- 
quently 
so that QS L I V’. Therefore it suffices to show that B(L) I QOL. 
First note that since Q is projective, Q@ L is projective as well he e.g. 
Lemma 4 of [l, p. 471). Let J= JCFG), and write QQL * @tfz,Qi, where 
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the Qi are projective indecomposable FG-modules. The radical of Q8L is 
(Q@L)J= @,?=,QiJ. It follows that 
Q@L @‘=lQi E 6 y, 
(Q@L)l z @:=,QiJ i=l where w, f Oi ’ Oil for i=1,2 ,..., s. 
It follows that each of the Wi’s is irreducible. 
Now, as Q is the projective cover of lo, we get that 
which is irreducible. But (Q@ L)J is th e smallest submodule of Q@L with a 
semisimple quotient; hence (Q@ L)J c(QJ)@ L. Finally, 
Lz Q@L (Q@L)/(Q@L)l @;=I wi 
(0.1) @L E NQI) @W(Q@W E NOI) @W(Q@L)I ’ 
As both L and the W,‘s are irreducible, we get that L z Wj z Q, / Qj] for 
some j and consequently P(L) E Qj I Q@ L. w 
The next five propositions are a long list of consequences of Proposition 
2.5. The first four have the same assumption, namely: 
ASSUMPTION (* ). Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and F the field as 
in Notation 1. Set IBr(G) = (cp, = 1, ‘pa,. . , tpk}, and let C, = {l}, C,, . . . , C, be 
all the p-regular conjugacy classes of G. Let 0 E Br(G) be such that 
Ker(6) = 1. 
REMARK. All the propositions below are valid for ordinary characters as 
well. All we have to do is replace in the assumptions and statements the field 
F by C, cf,(G) by cffG), $YO> by Z(O), Br(G) by ch(G), IBr(G) by In(G), 
and the p-regular classes by all the conjugacy classes. The proofs remain the 
same. 
We now list all the propositions; the proofs will follow. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume Assumption (* ). Then: 
(i> For every JI E IBrlG) we have that l$YO>l = gcd(m I $ E IBr($O’n)}. 
(ii) l~<O>l= gcd{m 11, E IBr(Vn)}. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume Assumption (*), and suppose that one of the 
following holds: 
(i) ‘pi E IBr(Bp,) for some i, or 
(ii) ‘pi E IBr(Bcp,) n IBr(B”cpj) for some i and j, or 
(iii) ‘pi E IBdBqcpj)nIBr(f3q+1cp,) for some i, j and q, or 
(iv) 1, E IBr(B”‘)n IBr(B”‘fl) for some m. 
Then Z(e) = 1. 
s,(e>, s,(e), . , s,(e) be the elementary symmetric functions in the tNC,)s, 
namely, s,(e) = Cf=, e(q), s,(e) = Xi, j e(c,>e(c,>, s,(e) = 
Cj < j < r e(ci)e(q,)e(C,.), . . , s,(e) = n”,, e(q). Then: 
(i) For all i < k + 1 - h, at least h - 1 of the following h integers are 
zero : 
(ii) If h # 1 then si(8)si+ ,(e) = 0 for aEZ i < k. 
(iii) For each r < k there exists a j, 0 < j < k, such that e(C,.) = 
e”=‘“/“B(C,) (where i = fl). 
(iv) The h elements of {e(C,) I Ci c Z(e)) are the distinct hth roots of 
e(iP. 
REMAHK. The si(f3)‘s are always integers [even when Ker(0) # l], be- 
cause they are the coeffkients (up to a sign) of the characteristic polynomial 
of M(0) [by part (1) of Proposition 2.51 which has integer entries. Also note 
that Ck= 1 o(C,) is a nonnegative integer, being equal to the trace of M(B). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Assume that Assumption ( * ) holds and that h = 
l$?(e)l> 1. Then th ere is a partition IBr(G) = A, U A, U . . . U A,, into pair- 
wise disjoint subsets A,, A,, , A,, with the following properties: 
(i) If $ E Ai, then 
IBr(W) L 
Ai+l i.. i<h, 
A 
and IBr(O”$) c Ai. 
1 if i=h 
(ii) For every i = 1,2,. . , h, there exists a positive integer m(i) such that 
for every I,!I E Aj we have that IBdBh”““‘$) = Aj. 
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(iii) Set p = mini(lAil). Then th e number of C,‘s such that O(Ci) = 0 is at 
least k - hw. 
(iv) Let z E Z(0)-{l}. For every j = 1,2,...,k set cpj(z)= Iqj(z)le”sj 
(where i = \r-1>. Then 
j=O,l,...,h-1 
and f~ j = O,l,...,h - 1 we have that Aj+l ={I) E IBr(G)I @L(z)= 
I+(z)lei(~~rj/J~) 1. 
(v) If NC,) # 0 for all j = 1,2,. . ., k, then IA,1 = k/ l$XtI>l jbr all 
j=l,2,..., h. In particular l$Q<tI>l divides k. Furthermore, let z E Z(e). Then 
for all j=O,l,..., h - 1, the set {cp,.(.z) I1 G r Q k) has exactly k/ la(f3)l 
elements of argument 2rj/ l~<e>l. In particular, there are exactly k / Ia( 
positive real (and, ij’h is even, exactly k / I~<@>/ negative real) elements in 
this set. 
NOTATION 2.12. Let 0 E BI(G). Denote by Q(f?) the smallest subfield of 
@ containing the rationals, Q, and (O(r) I x E X.?,(G)). Let Q(G) be the 
smallest subfield of C containing U (Q(O) I 8 E IBr(G)). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. IRt G be a finite group, p a prime, and F as in 
Notation 1. Set k = IIBr(G)I, and let 0 E Br(G). 
6) Let al,ap,..., 
with (Ye = O(l). Then 
a, be all the distinct values taken on by 0 on I?,,(G), 
IKer(B)I fi 0(1)[0(1)-ai] ~0 (mod IGI,,), 
i=2 
and if cxi = 0 for some i, then 
1 Ker( 0) 1 fi [ e( 1) - ai] = 0 (mod ICI,?) 
i=2 
(Here JGlpf is the p’ part of ICI.) 
(ii) Assume that 8 takes on exactly k values on cP(G). Then every 
Brauer character of G is a polynomial in 8 with rational coeficients. In 
particular Q(G) L Q(e), so that the Brauer character table is realized in 
Q(e). 
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(iii) Assume that 0(l) > 1. Set IBr(G) = {vi, (pz,. . . , cpk} with ‘pl = 1,. Let 
77 he one of the ‘pi’s, Then ~(1) does not divide at least log,c,, q(1) of the 
cPj(l)‘s. 
Proof of Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. For each 77 E IBr(G), let G(M(77)) be 
the directed graph with k vertices P,, Pz,. . . , P, with an edge leading from 
P, to P, if and only if mij(v) # 0. In fact the vertices can be labeled by 
cpi, (pz,. , qk, where an edge leads from cpi to ‘pj if and only if ‘pi E IBr(n’pi) 
[i.e. mij(cp> # 01. 
Let 8 be our given Brauer character, and +!I E IBr(G). As Ker(0) = 1, we 
know that M(B) is irreducible with cyclicity index ]$)(0>l [Proposition 2.5(4)]. 
Now, a circuit of length m through $ exists in G(M(B)) if and only if a loop 
(i.e. a circuit of length 1) exists through rl, in the graph G([M(ti>]‘“) = 
G(M(e”l)) [recall that 8 -+ n/i(e) ‘. IS multiplicative]. We have used here 
Corollary 3.1 on p. 78 of [16]. Now, a loop through 9 exists in G(A4(0”‘)> if 
and only if $ E IBr(r,M”‘). We now use Theorem (2.30) on p. 34 of [5] to 
conclude that 
kXe)l=sd{ ih c m t ere is a loop in G( M( 0”‘)) through $} 
= gcd(m 1 t,h E IBr( $0”‘)). 
This proves Proposition 2.8(i). Part (ii) is a special case of part (i). 
Part (i) of Proposition 2.9 implies that trace M(B) > 0, Part (iii) implies 
that m(.?)(t3)m(.?+‘)(0) > 0. Each of these implies that M(B) is primitive (see 
Corolla& 2.28J’on p. 34 and Problem 6.20 on p. 55 of [5]), which in turn 
implies that IZ(0)] = 1. Finally, part (ii) is a special case of part (iii), and part 
(iv) follows from part (ii) of Proposition 2.8. n 
Proof of Proposition 2.10. For h = 1 the proposition is trivial, so we may 
assume that h > 1. Since Ker(B) = 1, we conclude that M(8) is irreducible 
but not primitive. The index of cyclicity of M(B) is h [by Proposition 2.5(4)]. 
For i = I,2,. . , k, si(O> is, up to sign, the coefficient of rk-’ in the character- 
istic polynomial p,(x) of M(8) (h ere k is the number of p-regular classes of 
G). Let x “‘I and XQ be two consecutive powers of x in p,(x) with nonzero 
coefficients. Theorem 2.27 on p. 34 of [5] implies that h divides m, - m2. So 
- mz > h and part (i) follows. Part (ii) follows from part (I). Parts (iii) and 
rd) follow from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 on pp. 47 and 48 of [16] and our 
Proposition 2.5. H 
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Proof of Proposition 2.11. Note that if Q is a k X k permutation matrix, 
then Q is a transition matrix from one ordering, (Y, of IBr(G) to another 
ordering, p. In fact, if (Y is the ordering cp1,(p2,. . . ,qk and u is the 
permutation corresponding to Q, then /3 is the ordering cp,(i), (plrc2), . , qrrckj. 
It follows that QM*(q)Qf = Mp(q) for all 77 E cf,(G). 
Let (Y be the given ordering of IBr(G). Set M(v) = M”(q) for all 
77 E cf,,(G). As Ker(B) = 1, we know that M(0) is irreducible with cyclicity 
index h > 1. Let X = (cp,(Cj>>. By Proposition 2.5, M(0)X = 
Xdiag(B(C,),B(C,),...,B(Ck)). 
Let z E Z(e)-{l); then z E C, E ace> for some r. Set u = 
(cp,(C,), (PJC,), , cp,(C,))‘. Then M(8)c = e(C,lu, so that o is an eigenvec- 
tor of M(B) corresponding to the eigenvalue e(C,). By Theorem 1.2, 0(C,.) is 
a simple root of the characteristic polynomial of M(8), and so every eigen- 
vector corresponding to e(C,) . 1s of the form Au for some A EC. Write 
cp,(C,) = IVj(C,>l eisJ, 1~ j < k. Note that cpi(C,) = 1, so that we can take the 
matrix D = diag(e”1, e”2, . . . , e’“k) as th e matrix D of the proof of Theorem 
(2.20) on p. 32 of [5] (this D g oes back to the proof of Theorem 2.14 on p. 31 
of [5]); note that no of the proof of Theorem 2.20 of [5] should be 0, and not 
positive as written mistakenly there). 
By the proof of Theorem 2.20(c) on p. 33 of [5] we get that {8j I1 < j < k) 
= (@r/h)j I j = 0, 1,. . . , h - 1). Let 
I*(z)le i(2Ti/h)) for j = O,l,. . . , 
Aj+, = {rC, E IBr(G) I $(z) = 
h - 1. We now rename the elements of A, as 
follows: A, = (qt,i, P~,~, . . ., cpt 1,1 } for all t = 1,2,. . ., h. Clearly, IBr(Gl= 
tJ f= i A,. Let P be the permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation 
123.. . . . . 
1,l 1,2 1,3 ‘.. l,m, 2,l 2,2 ... 2,m, 3,l ... 
Again, the proof of Theorem 2.20(c) of [5] shows that 
’ 0, M,, 0 ... 0 
0 0, M,, 0 
PM(a)P= ; 
0 0 ..: Oh:, MI,:,,, 




for some ordering p of IBr(G), where each 0, is a square zero matrix whose 
order is /Ai], and M,,,M,, ,..., Mh_l,A, Mlh are nonnegative matrices. The 
definition of Mp(0) now implies that the first parts of part (i) and part (iv) 
hold. Part (iii) is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 on p. 60 of [16]. By Problem 
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6.10 on p. 54 of [5] we get that Mp(e*)= [MP(e>]” = diag(N,, NZ,. .., N,,), 
where each Ni is a primitive square matrix. Let m(j) he the primitivity 
index of N,; then Nj”‘(j) > 0. N ow the second statement of (i) and all of (ii) 
follow from the definitions of Mp(&‘) and MP(8h”‘(j)) respectively. Part (v> 
follows from the previous parts and Corollary 4.2 on p. 61 of [16]. n 
Proof of Proposition 2.13. By Proposition 2.5(l), the characteristic poly- 
nomial of ~(8) is f(r) = llk=i[r - O(Ci)], where the Ci’s are the p-regular 
classes of G. If O(Ci> # O(Cj> for all i and j, then f(x) is also the minimal 
polynomial of M(8). By 111, p. 2321 every matrix over the rational number 
field, Q, that commutes with M(B) is a polynomial in M(B) with coefficients 
in Q. Let I,!J E Br(G). By Proposition 2.5(6) we know that M(~!J) commutes 
with M(e), so that M($) = Cy=, a,[M(8)]‘, with a, E Q and rr a positive 
integer. Part (6) of Proposition 25 now implies that 4 = Ey=i aiei. This 
proves (ii). 
To prove part (iii), consider the group E = G/Ker V, where V is the 
module affording 0. Then 0 E Br(G) c Br(G). As Ker(0) = 1 on c, we get 
that M(B) is irreducible on ??. The leading eigenvalue of M(8) is fNl>, and 
(cp,(l), cp,(l), . . . , cp,(l))t, [where IBr(G) = (cpi = 1, (pz,. . , cp,) c IBr(G)] is an 
eigenvector corresponding to e(l) (by Proposition 2.5). Now part (iii) follows 
from a result of Ashley [4]. 
We now prove part (i). Let 
3(x)= o 
i 
KA,q x> if x is a p’-element, 
if x is p-singular. 
It is well known that 3 is a generalized character of G (see for example 
Problem 15.3 on p. 285 of [15], which clearly holds for any 8 E Br(G)). If 
(]Gl, p) = 1, then 8 is an ordinary character of G and the result follows from 
[7]. Thus we may assume that p divides /Cl, so that the distinct values of 3 
are either IGII’~i, IGl,~ua,..., lGlr,(~, (if one of the ai’s is zero) or 
IG tpq, IGlpq>. . . > lGlpaS,O (if (Y~ # 0 for all i). We now use Corollary 3 of 
[7] (this corollary assumes that the 0 there is a character, hut the same proof 
holds for generalized characters). Note that e(l) = e(l)lGl,, so that Ker(B) = 
Ker(& = {x E G 1 e(x) = g(l)}. Therefore, either 
IKer(O)[ fi [e(l)-lGl,(~,] =O(mod ICI) if some (Yi is zero, 
i=2 
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or 
IKer(B)lj~2[8(1)-IGI~~j][~(l)-O] sO(mod ICI) if no ai is zero. 
Consequently, 
IKer(~)I(IGI,)“-‘fi [e(l)-(~~] EO(mod lG/) 
i=2 
in the first case, and 
IKer(B)((lGl,~)‘~ [O(l)-~~~]e(l)-o(mod ICI) 
i=2 
in the second case. Now the result follows. n 
III. NORMAL SUBSETS AND NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
We start with definitions and notation analogous to the ones in Section II. 
NOTATION 3.1. Let G be a finite group. 
(1) Let cy : C,, C,, , C, be an ordering of the conjugacy classes of G. 
Let Con(G) = {C,, C,, . , C,}. 
(2) If A is a normal subset of G, we define Con(A) = (C E Con(G) I C 2 
A}. Clearly A = lJ{C 1 C E Con(A)). 
(3) If A is a normal subset of G, we denote by A the sum of the 
elements of A in the group algebra CG; that is, A = C, E A a. Clearly, 
ii=C CEC”“(& 
(4) We define a matrix M”(A) = (mrj( A)) by AC = zj”= i mTj(A)Cj. We 
use here the fact that A E Z(@G) and that the Cj’s form a basis of Z(@G). If 
the ordering (Y is fixed, we set M*(A) = M(A) and mPj(A) = mjj(A). 
(5) If A is a normal subset of G, we denote A- ’ = tJ {C- ’ 1 C E Con(A)}. 
Here C-’ is the conjugacy class consisting of the inverses of the elements 
of c. 
(6) Let In-(G) = {xi = l,,,yz,. . . , xk} be the set of all ordinary irreducible 
characters of G, and as usual denote by e(C) the value of the character 0 on 
the conjugacy class C. We define K&B) and Z(0) for a character 8 as in 
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Notation 2.2. Here Ker(B) and Z(0) are both normal subgroups of G. The 
central character corresponding to x E Irr(G) is denoted by wX. That is, 
o,(C) = IClx(C)/x(l) f or all C E Con(G). If A is a normal subset of G, we 
write w,(A) = Cc E Con(A) w,(C) for al1 x E Irr(G). 
(7) Let A and B be two subsets of G. Set AB = (ab I u E A, b E B}. This 
extends to products of any finite number of subsets. Note that if A and B are 
normal subsets, then AB = BA. 
(8) Let A be a normal subset of G. If there exists a natural number m 
such that A”’ = G, we call the least such m the covering number of A and 
denote it by en(A). If no such m exists, we say that en(A) is infinite. 
(9) Let M=(mij)and N=(ntj)b e t wo square matrices of the same size 
over some field. We.say that M and N are equivalent (denoted by N = N) if 
for all (i, j) we have that mij = 0 if and only if nij = 0. Clearly, = is an 
equivalence relation. 
The first lemma contains some well-known and some obvious conse- 
quences of these definitions. 
LEMMA 3.2. L.& G be u finite group, A a normul subset of G, und (Y u 
fixed ordering of Con(G). Then: 
(1) ma;(A) = C, t (z,jn(Aj m:,(C) und M”(A) = C, t (:,jn(A) M”(C). 
(2) M’(A) is u nonnegative matrix with integer entries which cun be 
computed from the churacter table of G. 
(3) myj(A) f 0 if and only if each element of C, can be written us a 
product uv with u E A and v E Ci. 
(4) myj(A) # 0 tf and only if C, L AC,. 
(5) Let x E In(G). If Iw,(A>I = IAl then A c Z(x). 
(6) Let x E Irr(G). If w,(A) = IAl then A c Ker(x). 
Proof. (1): Recall that 
5 ~nff,(A)C?~=ik?,= c (yi = 
j=l C E Cm(A) C E CdA) j = 1 
= h C mTi(C)Cj, 
.i=l CECO~A) 
so that part (1) follows. 
(2) It is well known that myj(C) is a nonnegative integer that can be 
computed from the character table of G for all conjugacy classes C (see [15, 
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pp. 15, 451). By part (1) we get that the same is true for myi( so that part 
(2) holds. 
Parts (3) and (4): If A = C E Con(G), then part (3) is well known (see 
the proof of Theorem 2.4 of [15]). For a general A, assume that mij(A) f 0. 
Part (1) implies that mjj(C) f 0 for some C E Con(A). Hence each element 
of Cj can be written as a product uv with u E C c A and v E Cj, as needed. 
Conversely, if an element h E C, can be written as a product b = UC with 
u E A and c E Ci, then u E C for some C E Con(A), so that mij(C) # 0. Part 
(1) implies now that mij(A)# 0. So part (3) is proved. Part (4) is a 
restatement of part (3). 
(5): Assume that Iw,(A>I = [Al. Then 
C E Con(A) C E Con(A) C E Con(A) 
=G c ICl=IAl, (*I 
C E Con(A) 
so that the two inequalities are in fact equalities. As lox( f ICI for all 
C E Con(G) [this fact was used in (* )I, we get that lox( = ICI VC E 
Con(A). This implies that ~(1) = Ix(C)/ t/C E Con(A). Hence C L Z(x) 
VC E Con(A), which implies that A c Z(x). 
(6): Assume that w,(A) = I Al. Then 
Ml = c ICI= c w,(C) = c w,(C) 
C E Con(A) C E Cod A ) c E Con(A ) 
G c lox(C c lCl=IAl. (**I 
C E Con(A) C E Con(A) 
As above, this implies that Iw,(C)I = (Cl for all C E Con(A) and that (* *) is 
an equality throughout. But then the arguments of the w,(C)‘s are all the 
same. Call the common value of the arguments p, 0 < p < 2~. Then 
lAl= c ICI= c w,(C)=@ c jw,(C)I 
C E CodA ) C E Con(A) C E Con(A) 
is a real number, forcing /3 = 0. Thus for each C E Con(A) we have that 
= w,(C), which implies that C _C Ker(X). Consequently, A _C 
n 
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Now come the two propositions that relate properties of A to those of 
M(A). These are the normal subset analogs of Proposition 2.5. We first state 
both and then prove them. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a finite group, C,, C,, . . . , C, a fixed ordering 
of the conjugacy cEasses of G, and In(G) = (xi, x2,. . , xk], where C, = (l] 
and x1 = 1,. Let Y = Y(G) be the matrix Y = (w,,(C,))‘. Let A be a normal 
subset of G. Then: 
(1) Y-‘M(A)Y = diag(o,l(A), w~$A),. . . , w,l(A)). In particular, the 
w,,(AYs are the eigenvalues of the nonnegative integer matrix M(A). 
(2) p(M(A)) = IAl and M(C,) = I, an identity matrix. 
(3) ]M(AV = ( mij( A-‘)lC,l/ ICil). 
(4) lf A 1 and A, are two normal subsets of G, then M(A i U A,) = 
M(A,)+ M(A,) and M(A,A,) = M(A,)M(A,). Moreover, M(A,)M(A,) = 
M(A,)M(A,). 
(5) M(A) > 0 if and only if A = G. 
In the next proposition X’ is the commutator subgroup of the group X, 
and (L) is the group generated by the set L. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G be a finite group, A a normal subset of G, and C 
a conjugacy class of G. Fix an ordering of Con(G) with respect to which 
M(A) and M(C) are computed. Then: 
(1) M(A) is irreducible if and only if A generates G. In this case the 
index of cyclicity of M(A) is equal to lG:(AA-‘)I < lG:G’I. 
(2) M(C) is irreducible if and only if C generates G. In this case the 
index of cyclicity of M(C) is equal to IG : G’I. 
(3) M(A) is primitive if and only if G = (A) = (AA - ’ > (in particular 
this happens if G = G’= (A)). In this case en(A)= y(M(A))< k2 -2k +2, 
where k = ICon(G 
(4) M(C) is primitive zf and only if G is a perfect group generated by C. 
In this case en(C) = y(M(C)) < k2 - 2k +2, where k = ICon(G Also, en(C) 
is finite if and only if M(C) is primitive. 
REMARK. The bound in part (4) of Proposition 3.4 is known. A different 
proof and better bounds (not using matrices) can be found on p, 37 of [2] (see 
also p. 17 of [2]). 
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. (1): Let C, E Con(G), and for each m = 
1,2,..., k set o,, = (wXn{C,), w,_(C,), . . . , tix,,,(Ck)Y. The shortest way to see 
the well-known part (1) is to quote the last three lines of p. 218 of [lo], from 
which get that w, is an eigenvector of M(C,) corresponding to the eigen- 
value wx,,l(Ca). Since the columns of Y are or, wa.. . . , w,, each column of Y 
is a common eigenvector of all the matrices M(C,) for (Y = 1,2,. . , , k. Let 
X = (xi<Cj)) be the character table of G. Then it is well known that X is 
nonsingular. But 
Y = diag(lC,I,lC,I,..., ICkl)X’diag(xl(l)-l,xz(l)-l....,x~(l)-l), 
so that Y is also nonsingular. Now part (1) follows for A = C a conjugacy 
class. 
For a general A we use Lemma 3.2 and part (1) for C, to get that 
Y-‘M(A)Y 
= c Y-94( C,)Y 
C, E Con(A) 
= diag 
( 
c W#a) c WX2(CJ’...~ c W,,(Ca) 
C, E Con(A) C, E Con(A) C, E Con(A) 1 
=diag(w,,(A),~~~(A),...,~~~(A)). 
(2): Clearly M(C,)= 1. Also, w,l(A)= CCECon(A)IC( = IAl is an eigen- 
value of M(A), and any other eigenvalue wx,,$A) satisfies 
I %,,(A) I= 
as claimed. 
c X,“(C)ICI < c ICl=A, 
C E CodA ) Xm(l) C E Con(A) 
(3): Let C E Con(G). By [15, p. 451 we get that 
ICI lcil 
mij(c) = [Cl XE IrdG) -c 
X(c>X(ci> XCcj) 
x(l) . 
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AS mji(C> is real, we get 
ICI Icjl 
mji(c) = mji(C> = F C 
X(')X('j)X('i> 
,y E IrdG) x(1) 
lcjl Ice’1 lcil 
z-x 
lcil ICI 
c X(c-‘)X(ci> X(‘j) 
,y E IrdC) x(1) 
lcjl 




(4): In general, we denote the (u, b)th entry of a matrix M by (Mja,,. 
Now, (M(A,)+ M(A,)),j = mij(A,)+ mij(A,> # 0 if either mij(A,I Z 0 
or mij(Az) z 0. This is equivalent [by Lemma 3.2(4)] to saying that Cj G 
A,C, u A,C, = (A, U A,)Ci. This is equivalent to saying that mij(A, U A,) 
f 0. 
Next we consider the product. Let a, b E {1,2, . , k}. Then 
(M(A,)M(A,)),, = Cf=, m,,(A,)m,,,(A,) z 0 if and only if there exists an i 
such that m,,(A,) # 0 and m,,,(A,) f 0. By Lemma 3.2(4), this is equivalent 
to saying that Ci c A,C, and C,, c A,C,. Hence (M(A,)M(A,)),,, # 0 im- 
plies that C, c A,A,C, = A,A,C,, which means (again by Lemma 3.2) that 
m,,,(A,A,) # 0. Conversely, assume that m,,,(A,A,) + 0; then by Lemma 
3.2 we get that C,, c A,A,C,. As A,C, is a normal subset, we can write: 
C, c A, x U (ClC E Con( AiC,)) G U {A,CIC E Con(AiC,)}. 
But each A,C for C E Con(A,C,) is a normal subset, so the conjugacy class 
C, is contained in one of them. Hence there exists an i such that Ci c A,C, 
and C, c A,C,. As mentioned above, this implies that (M(A,)M(A,)),,, Z 0. 
Note that M(A,) and M(A,) commute, as they have a simultaneous 
diagonalization (via Y ). 
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(5): Assume that M(A) > 0. Let i E {1,2,. . . , k}. Then m,JA) + 0. Lemma 
3.2 implies that CicC,A~A, as C,={l}. Hence, Ci&A for i=l,2,...,k, 
so that G c A. Conversely, assume that A = G. Assume that mij(A) = 0 for 
some i and j. Then Cj c AC, = GC, = G, a contradiction. So mij(A)# 0 for 
all i, and therefore M(A) > 0. n 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. [We postpone the proof of the part of (1) which 
states that the index of cyclicity of M(A) is equal to IG : (AA ~ ’ > 1. The proof 
of this part will come in Proposition 3.5.1 
We will use Proposition 3.3 freely. Let Irr(G) = (x, = l,;, x2,. , ,yk). 
Parts (1) and (2): Note first that (A) = G if and only if A is not contained 
in any proper normal subgroup of G. 
Assume that M(A) is irreducible. Then p(M(A)l = IAl is a simple root of 
the characteristic polynomial of M(A), so that w,(A) f IAl for all x E In(G) 
-{lo). Let H = (A). We have to show that H = G. If H < G, then there 
exists x E Irr(G)-{lo} with H c Ker(x) (as H is normal). Let C E Con(A); 
then C z A c H c Ker(x). Consequently, w,(C) = ICI VC E Con(A). This 
implies that w,(A) = C, t czc,+,r w,(C) = Cc E Cnn(A) ICI = I AI, a contradiction. 
Hence, H = (A) = G as required. 
Conversely, assume that (A) = G. I n order to show that M(A) is 
irreducible we will show that IAl is a simple root of the characteristic 
polynomial of M(A) and that both M(A) and M(A)’ have positive eigenvec- 
tors corresponding to the eigenvalue [Al. Once this is shown, the irreducibil- 
ity of M(A) will f o 11 ow from Theorem 4.1 on p. 18 of [16]. To see that IAl is a 
simple eigenvalue, suppose that for some x E In(G) we have that w,(A) = 
[Al. Part (6) of Lemma 3.2 implies that A c Ker(x), so that G = (A) c 
Ker(x). But then, IGI = C, EC Ix(x)l” = C, EC x(1)” = IGlx(lI”, which im- 
plies that x(l)= 1. As G = Ker(x), ,y = 1,. So IAl is a simple eigenvalue. 
Let Y be the matrix defined in the statement of Proposition 3.3, and B 
any normal subset of G. By part (1) of Proposition 3.3 we get that M(B)Y = 
Ydiag(lBI,WX$B),. .., wXk(B)). Let Y, be the first column of Y. Then Y, = 
W,I,IC,I >...> IC,I)‘, where the C,‘s are the conjugacy classes of G. In 
particular Yr > 0. Note that M(B)Y, = IBIY,, so that Y, is a common positive 
eigenvector of M(B) for all normal subsets B of G. For a specific B, Y, 
corresponds to the eigenvalue IBI. So Y, is a positive eigenvector of M(A) 
corresponding to I Al and of M(A- ‘) corresponding to the eigenvalue IA- ‘1 
=c CECon(A) IC-‘l = IAl. This means that M(A-‘)Y, = IAIY,, or 
X$=r mij(A-‘)ICjl = IAl lCil for all i = 1,2,..., k. Rewriting this as 
; mii(A-‘#xl=~A~xl 
j=l t 
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shows that (1, 1, . , 1)’ is a positive eigenvector of the matrix 
(mij(A-‘)ICjI/ICiI)=[M(A)I’ with respect to the eigenvalue IAl. This 
completes the proof of the irreducibility of M(A) [part (3) of Proposition 3.3 
was used in the last stage]. 
Assume now that G = (A), namely that M(A) is irreducible. Let c(M(A)) 
be the index of cyclicity of M(A), and set c(A) = {x ~~Irr(G)llw,(A)] = /Al}. 
By Proposition 3.3, c(M(A)) = Ic(A)I. Let x E c(A). Part (5) of Lemma 3.2 
implies that A z Z(x), so that G = (A) c Z(x). As the representation for x 
is scalar, its degree is 1. Thus c(M(A)) is no bigger than the number of 
linear characters of G, which is IG : G’I. If A = C E Con(G) and x E Irr(G) 
is linear, then clearly ]w,(C)] = ICI, as x(C) is a root of unity. Hence c(C) is 
the set of all linear characters of G, and c(M(C)) = IG : G’I. 
Parts (3) and (4): By Theorem 1.7(a) on p. 28 of [5], a nonnegative 
irreducible matrix is primitive if and only if its cyclicity index is equal to one. 
Now parts (1) and (2) imply parts (3) and (4) except for the statements on the 
primitivity index. 
Let n be any natural number. Part (4) of Proposition 3.3 implies that 
MA”) = (M(A))“. Using part (5) of Proposition 3.3, we get that the following 
are equivalent: (i) M(A)” > 0, (ii) M(A”) > 0, (iii) A” = G. Thus the primitiv- 
ity index of M(A) is en(A). The bound on en(A) follows from Theorem 4.14 
on p. 48 of [S]. This also shows that en(A) <cc if and only if M(A) is 
primitive. n 
The next proposition is the analog of Proposition 2.8. Its proof incorpo- 
rates the completion of the proof of Proposition 3.4(l). The proof is almost 
identical to that of Proposition 2.8. 
PRoPosrTroN 3.5. Let G be a finite group, A (I normal subset of G, and C 
a conjugacy class of G. Assume that (A) = (C) = G. Then: 
(i) For every conjugacy class Ci of G we have that IG : (AA-‘)I = 
gcd{ m I Ci E Ci A”‘}. 
(ii) IG: (AA’)1 = gcd(m 11 E A”‘). 
(iii) For every conjugacy class Ci of G we have that IG : G’I = gcd{m 1 Cj 
E CiC’,). 
(iv> IG: G’] = gcd(m I1 E C”‘]. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5 and completion of the proof of part (1) of 
Proposition 3.4. Let B be any normal subset of G. Let G(M(B)) be the 
directed graph with the k vertices C, = {l}, C,, . . , C, (all the conjugacy 
classes of G), and an edge leading from Ci to Cj if and only if Cj c BC, [that 
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is, mij(B)# 01. Note that G(M(A”)) is the same as G((M(A)“) for any 
natural number rr, because of part (4) of Proposition 3.3. 
Fix an index i. A circuit of length m through Cj exists in G(M(A)) if and 
only if a loop exists in G((M(A”‘)) through Ci. A loop in G((M(A”‘)) through 
C, exists if and only if mii(A”‘)# 0, which means that Ci c CiA”‘. Let 
c(M(A)) and c(M(C)) be the cyclicity indices of M(A) and M(C) respec- 
tively. By Theorem 2.30 on p. 35 of [5] we get 
c( M( A)) = gcd{mlth ere is a loop in G( M( A”‘)) through Ci} 
= gcd{mlCi cCiA”‘}. 
By Proposition 3.5, c(M(C)) = IG : G’I, so that part (iii) follows. Part (iv) is a 
special case of part (iii) (for i = 1). 
Now, c(M(A)) = gcd{m I Ci c CiA”‘} = gcd{m I1 E A”‘}. We now use 
Theorem 3.3(c) and Theorem 3.2(f) of [2, pp. 14-151 to conclude that 
c(M(A)) = I(A) : (AK’)I. As (A) = G, Parts (i) and (ii) are proved, as well 
as the remaining statement in part (1) of Proposition 3.4. n 
REMARK. Note that [2] was used only to identify c(M(A)) in the case 
that A is not a conjugacy class. So all the results in the case that either A = C 
is a conjugacy class or that A is general but no c(M(A)) is needed are 
independent of [2]. This is true for all the results in this section. 
Before stating more analogs of results on the Brauer character, we have a 
few corollaries. We list them first and then prove them. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A be u normal subset of the finite group G. Then: 
(i) IL x t rrrcG) w,(A) is a nonnegative integer. 
(ii) Zf (A) = G and Cx=rrrcc,wX(A)> 0, then G = (AK’) and 
en(A) < 2(k - 1) where k is the number of conjugacy classes of G. 
(iii) Let C be a conjugacy class of G. Then IClC, E Irr(G) x(C)/x(l) is a 
nonnegative integer. Moreover, if C, E ,,,cc,~(C)/x(l) > 0 and G = (C), 
then G = G’ and en(C) < 2(k - 11, where k = ICon(G 
The next corollary shows that in certain cases, better bounds than in 
Proposition 3.4(4) can be found for en(C). We are only interested in the 
bounds if they are implied by results on nonnegative matrices. Better bounds 
in many other cases can be found in [2]. Also compare part (2) of the next 
corollary with [12]. 
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C0R0LLARY 3.7. Let G be a finite group, k = lCon(G)l, and C a conju- 
gacy class in G. Assume that G = (C) and that either 
(1) C contains a commutator, or 
(2) C is a real class and G = G’. 
Then C2k-” = G. 
The next (last) corollaries are known results. (One is due to Arad, Herzog, 
and Stavi, and the other to Garrison. See [2, Theorem 1.1, p. 91 and [15, p. 
591.) Here en(G) is the least positive integer n such that C” = G for all 
C E Con(G), C # 1. If no such n exists, we say that en(G) is infinite. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let G be a finite group. Then en(G) is finite if and only 
if G is a nonabelian simple group. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let G be a finite group, and C a conjugacy class of G 
that generates G. Let m be the number of distinct values of o,(C) for 
x~Irr(G). Then G={l)UCUC”U ... UC”‘-‘. 
Proof of Corollaries 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9. Note that C, e ,rr(oj w,(A) is the 
trace of the nonnegative integer matrix M(A), so it is a nonnegative integer. 
If (A) = G and TX E irr(c;) o (A) > 0, then M(A) is irreducible with nonzero X 
trace. Corollary 2.28 on p. 34 and Theorem 4.9 on p. 47 of [5] imply that 
M(A) is primitive with primitivity index no bigger than 2(k - 1). NOW 
Corollary 3.6 follows from Proposition 3.4(3) and (4). 
The assumption of Corollary 3.7 implies that M(C) is irreducible. If 
g E C, g is a commutator; then lClC,, ,,ti<,,x(C)/x(l) > 0 by Problem 
3.10(b) on p. 45 of [15]. N ow, Corollary 3.6 implies that en(C) < 2(k - 1). 
Suppose now that C is real, i.e., C = C- ‘. Part (3) of Proposition 3.3 now 
implies that mji(C) = mij(C-‘)ICjl/ lCil = mij(C)ICjl/ ICil. So mij(C> + 0 if 
and only if mii(C) # 0. As G = G’, M(C) is primitive (by Proposition 3.4). 
Now, Corollary 4.10 on p. 47 of [5] and our Proposition 3.4 imply again that 
en(C) < 2(k - l), as required. So Corollary 3.7 is proved. 
By Proposition 3.4(4) we get that cn(C> is finite for all C E Con(G), 
C#l,ifandonlyifG=G’=(C)f or all C E Con(G), C # 1. This is clearly 
equivalent to saying that G is a nonabelian simple group. This proves 
Corollary 3.8. 
Note that the assumption of Corollary 3.9 implies that M(C) is irre- 
ducible. Proposition 3.3 implies that m is the number of distinct eigenvalues 
of the diagonalizable marix M(C). Hence the degree of the minimal polyno- 
mial of M(C) is equal to m. We now use Exercise 2.3 on p. 29 of 151 to 
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conclude that I+ M(C)+ M(C)’ + . . . + M(C)“‘-’ > 0. Part (4) of Proposi- 
tion 3.3 now implies that M({l) U C U . . . U C’“- ‘) > 0. Finally, by part (5) 
of Proposition 3.3 we get that 11) U C U . . . U C”‘- ’ = G (we use here the 
trivial fact that for any nonnegative k X k matrices K, L, R, S the condition 
K = L and R = S implies that K + R = L + S). n 
Now to the analogs of Propositions 2.9 and 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A be a normal subset of the Jinite group G. 
Assume that G = (A). Suppose that one of the following holds: 
(i) Ci c AC, for some Ci E Con(G), or 
(ii) Ci c ACj n A”C. 
(iii) Ci c A”C, n A”” 
_jbr some (Ci,Cj) & Con(G), or 
C, for some (Ci, Cj) c Con(G) and some positive 
integer y, or 
(iv) ~EA”‘~IA”‘+’ for some positive integer m. 
Then G = (AA - ’ ), and if A = C is a conjugacy class, then G is pegect. 
Proof. As G = (A), M(A) is irreducible. Part (i) is equivalent to 
m,,(A) # 0, and (iii) is equivalent to mg)(A)m$+‘)(A) > 0 (using Lemma 
3.2). Each of these implies that M(A) is primitive (see Corollary 2.28 and 
Problem 6.20 on p. 55 of [5]), w IC m h’ h ’ t urn implies that the cyclicity index of 
M(A) is equal to 1. Now parts (i) and (iii) follow from Proposition 3.4(3) and 
(4). Part (ii) is a special case of part (iii), and part (iv) is a consequence of 
parts (ii) and (iv) of Proposition 3.5. W 
NOTATION 3.11. Let G be a finite group, and B a normal subset of G 
with G = (I?). Set In(G) = 1,~ = &,~a,. . . , ,yk). Let p,(B), p,(B), . . , p,(B) 
be the elementary symmetric functions in the w,(B)s. Namely, 
P,(B) = i w,p% 
i=l 
p,(B) = c ~,,(R~~Xj(R~Y.~PkW = il+Jx~B). 
i<j 
Let h(R)=IG:(BB-‘)I if BeCon and h(B)=IG:G’I if Bacon 
(the definitions are the same; see for example Theorem 3.2 on p. 14 of [2]). 
Note that the pi(B)‘s are always integers (even if G # (B)), because they 
are the coefficients (up to sign) of a characteristic polynomial of the integer 
matrix M(B). 
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PROPOSITION 3.12. Let G be a finite group, k = ]Con(G>I, A a normal 
subset of G, and h = h(A). Assume that G = (A). Then: 
(i) For all i < k + 1 - h, at least h - 1 of the following integers are zero: 
~,(A),P~+~(A),...,P~+~_~(A). 
(ii) Ifh # 1 then p,(A)p,+,(A) = 0 for all i < k. 
(iii) For each r Q k there exists a j, 0 < j < k, such that o,>A) = 
e2rri/h w,,(A) (where i = fl). 
Proof. For h = 1 the proposition is trivial, so we may assume that h > 1. 
Since G = (A), we have that M(A) is irreducible but not primitive. The 
index of cyclicity of M(A) is h [by Proposition 3.4(l) and (211. Now, P,(A) is, 
up to sign, the coefficient of x k-1 in the characteristic polynomial p,(x) of 
M(A). Let ~‘“1 and x”‘* be two consecutive powers of x in p,(x) with 
nonzero coefficients. Theorem 2.27 on p. 34 of [5] implies that h divides 
m, - m2. SO m, - m2 2 h, and Part (i) follows. Part (ii) follows from part (i). 
Part (iii) follows from Theorem 1.2 on p. 48 of [16] and our Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let G be a finite group, C,, C,, . . . , C, an ordering of 
Con(G), A a normal subset of G, and h = h(A). Assume that G = (A) and 
that h > 1. Then there is a partition Con(G) = &Z’, U J& U . . . U dj, into 
pairwise disjoint subsets LXZ’~, d2, . . . , dh with the following properties: 
(i) If C E g, then 
Con(AC) c 
@+1 if i<h, 
~ and Con( AhC) c 4. 
1 if i=h 
(ii) For every i = 1,2,. . . , h, there exists a positive integer m(i) such that 
for every C E 4 we have that Con(Ah’““‘C) = 4. 
(iii) Set t_~ = mini{JgI). Then th e number of irreducible characters x of 
G such that x(A)= 0 is at least k - hp. 
(iv) Let x E In(G)-(1,) be such that A c Z(x) (there exists such a ,-q). 
For every j = 1,2,..., k set o,(Cj) = lo,(Cj)le’sl (where i =m>. Then 
(~j11~j~k}=((2~/hhjIj=0,1 ,..., h-l], andforj=O,l,..., h-l we 
have that J$+ 1 = (C E Con(G) I w,(C) = lo,(C)[ei(2Vj’h)}. 
(VI Zf x(A)+0 f or all x E In(G) then I4l= k/h. In particular, h 
(which is IG: (AK’)/ or IG: Cl $ A is a conjugucy clu.ss) divides k = 
]Con(G)]. Furthermore, let x E Irr(G)--(1,) be such that A z Z(x). Then the 
set (x(C) I C E Con(G)} contains exactly k/h elements of argument 23rj/h 
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for j = 0, 1, . . . , h - 1. In particular, there are exactly k /h positive real (and, 
if h is even exactly, k /h negative real 1 elements in this set. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.11, adjusted 
to this case. Let (Y be the given ordering of Con(G), and write In(G) = 
IXi=lo,Xp>...> xk). Set M(B) = M”(B) for every normal subset B of G. As 
G = (A), we know that M(A) is irreducible with cychcity index h > 1. Let 
Y = (w,,( Cj)) . By Proposition 3.3, 
Let x E In(G)-(l,-] b e such that A c Z(x). Such a x exists, for since the 
cyclicity index of M(A) is bigger than 1, we must have some eigenvalue 
w,(A) of M(A), other than ]A], satisfying ]w,(A)I = IAl. Hence, x # 1, and 
A c Z(x) by Lemma 3.2(5). Now, x = x, for some r f 1. 
Let v be the rth column of Y, namely, v = (w,(C,), w,(C,), . . . , w,(C,))‘. 
Then M(A)v = w,(A)v, so that u is an eigenvector of M(A) corresponding 
to the eigenvalue w,(A). By Theorem 1.2, o,(A) is a simple eigenvalue of 
M(A), and so every eigenvector corresponding to w,(A) is of the form Au for 
some A E @. Write w,<C,> = ]w,(C,)le”~. Note that w,(C,) = 1, so that we 
can take the matrix D = diag(e’“l, e”‘2,. . . , e’“k) as the matrix D of the proof 
of Theorem 2.20 on p.32 of [5] (the matrix D goes back to the proof of 
Theorem 2.14 on p. 31 of [5]). 
By the proof of Theorem 2.20(c) on p. 33 of [5] we get that {Sj I 1~ j Q k} 
=((Z~/h)jIj=O,1,..., h-l}. For j=O,l,..., h-l we set $+,=(CE 
Con(G) I w,(C) = Iw,(C)le(‘(““j/h) }. We now rename the elements of &t as 
follows: 4 = {C,, i, C,,,, . . . , C,.,,,] for t = 1,2,. . . , h. Clearly, Con(G) = 
tJ p=, tit. Let P be the permutation matrix corresponding to the permuta- 
tion 
123.. . . . . . . 
1,l 1,2 1,3 ... I,m, 2,l 2,2 ..’ 2,7n, 3,l ... 
Again, the proof of Theorem 2.20(c) of [5] shows that 
1 0, M,, 0 1.. 0 
0 0, M,, e* * 0 
PM(A)P’= ; ; ‘.. ‘.. ; 
0 0 *** Oh--l Mh-l,h 
lt’fhl 0 .‘. 0 Oh 
= MB(B) 
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for some ordering 0 of Con(G), where each Oj is a square zero matrix whose 
order is I$], and M,,,M,, ,..., M,,_l,hr Mlh are nonnegative matrices. The 
definition of Me(A) now implies that the first statements of part (i) and part 
(iv) hold. Part (iii) is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 on p. 60 of [16]. By 
Problem 6.10 on p. 54 of 151 we get that Mp(Ah) = [M@(A~ = 
diag(N,,N,,..., Nh), where each Ni is a primitive square matrix. Let m(j) be 
the primitivity index of Nj; then Nj “‘(j) > 0. Now the second statement of(i) 
and all of (ii) follow from the definitions of Mp(Ah) and MP(Ah”‘“‘) 
respectively. Part (v> follows from the previous parts and Corollary 4.2 on 
p. 61 of [16]. W 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let G be a finite group, Con(G) = {C,,C, ,..., C,} 
with C, = (1). Let A be a normal subset ofG such that IAl > 1 and (A) = G. 
Thenfor every C E Con(G) we have that ICI does not dicide at least log,,,]C/ 
of the ICirs. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.13(iii), 
adjusted to this case. The assumption implies that M(A) is irreducible. Its 
leading eigenvalue is ]A(, and (IC, I = 1, JC,I, . . . , IC,I)’ is an eigenvector 
corresponding to it. Now the result follows from a result of Ashley [4]. w 
REMARK. The correspondences 8 + M(8) and A + M(A) that were 
introduced in Sections II and III of this article can be used to study special 
families of matrices. Properties of these families (which generalize many of 
the known generalizations of the circulant matrices) are consequences of 
properties of group characters and conjugacy classes. See for example [8, 91. 
See also [I31 for a review article about related methods of studying this type 
of families of matrices using groups. 
We would like to thank Professor Morton E. Harris for the proof of part 
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